
SCRIPT.  

 

Mark: Hello you are joined by me, Mark! 

 

Phil: And me, Phil 

 

Mark: and you are listening to this week’s hour of headspace 

 

Phil: You’re in for an amazing Headspace show, filled with all 

fashion know how’s gathered by us and the fabulous 

headspace team. Incase you don’t know.. Headspace is a 

student run show, where a group of ten students produce a 

show on a different topic each Wednesday! 

 

Mark: We have some exciting things for you over the next 

hour. Including one for all the image conscious men, with an 

interview in a traditional barber shop, and an in depth chat 

about river islands fashion trends this season.  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Phil: We will also be taking a closer look inside Lincoln Castle 

market, and finding out about how to re-heel shoes, as well as 

talking all things fabric at Fabric corner, discovering what is 

available to you in Lincoln!  

 

Mark: I believe that was just a number of reasons why you 

need to stay tuned in for our headspace fashion show, here 

with you until 3!  

 

Phil: well. It certainly sounds like it’s going to be an 

interesting one! 

 

Mark: well brace yourself Phil, as there is more to come! All 

fab and fashion related I think you will find! Including your 

own opinions about some trends that appear to be popular at 

the moment! 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Phil: Talking about “popular” trends, there is actually a trend 

I am currently fond of.  

 

Mark: Oh Phil, do tell!! 

 

Phil: Well it seems to me that all the guys have it at the 

moment! Oh yes Mark I am talking about the epic beardy 

trend, it’s been going for a long time now in term of trends, 

but I am quite the fan. Mark, are you into the beard hype?  

 

Mark: Yeah! Well to be honest with you I am very much a fan 

still too! I see so many people out there with amazing 

beards… in the street,- at uni,- on a night out, -online, 

especially Instagram, to be honest I do follow some people 

purely because of their beard, as if I have just announced that 

live here on siren FM. 

 

Phil: Well,  let`s find out what some of you have to say 
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regarding beards and facial hair, earlier we hit the streets of 

Lincoln to find out! –CUE  

 

VOX BEARDS  

Mark: well… we certainly stumbled across a few opinions out 

there Phil!  

 

Phil: Oh boy! Didn’t we just. 

 

Mark: We spoke to a man who certainly has a passion for a 

well groomed beard. Earlier on we went to “Luke’s Traditional 

Barber Shop”. – CUE 

 

LUKES BARBERSHOP.  

“DON’T TALK YET”  

STING  

 

Mark: I actually found that interview at Luke’s Traditional 
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barber Shop quite interesting, I knew beards were popular but 

I didn’t realise to what extent, what did you think Phil?  

 

Phil: I really enjoyed it! I loved going to the shop as well, it 

looked amazing on the outside, and I had no disappointment 

as it lived up to the shops image once inside too, it has all the 

traditional chairs and everything!!  

 

Mark: Oh yeah! I really loved that! In fact if you go on the 

Headspace Facebook page we have posted some photos on 

there!  

 

Phil: you can also find a link to their website! Anyway after 

that insight into the profession of traditional barbering, let’s 

take some time to draw ourselves back and into a world of a 

lesser male orientated fashion. 

 

Mark: something away from the subjects of beards? How 
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about…. Girls on Film by Duran Duran.  

 

SONG: Girls on film: Duran Duran. 

 

Phil: That was Duran Duran there with Girls on film, don’t 

forget you are listening to the Headspace Fashion show on 

Siren FM! Still to come! We have an interview with fashion 

expert- Rose Davidson, as well as an insight into what it takes 

to be a successful fashion blogger.  

 

Mark: That’s all yet to come! Right now we have a guest with 

us in the studio 

 

Phil: INTERVIEW CUE 

 

INTERVIEW 

!
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Phil: Thank you to Rose their, now earlier our team of 

reporters went to River Island and found out all about men’s 

winter trends. –CUE  

 

RIVER ISLAND PACKAGE 

 

Mark: Well there you have it, some fashion advice from 

someone in the fashion retail industry their self.  We are 

joined here by Emma in the studio, you may recognise her 

voice as she co-presented a previous Headspace show, hello 

Emma, how are you 

Emma:.. 

Phil: Emma tell us why you here today? 

CHAT …  

Phil: Don`t forget guys to check out our Facebook page, you 

can have a look at our team, maybe rate us on our fashion? Or 

send us in a tweet on your fashion related opinion, regarding 

what you have heard so far on the show!  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Mark: Well if I knew we were going to be “rated” I would have 

made more effort Phil, talking about ratings… what would 

rate my jumper out of 10? 

 

Phil: 10/10! Where did you buy it from? 

 

Mark: CHAT ABOUT JUMPER AND WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE.. Phil 

why don’t you tell us about your outfit for today! 

Phil: CONVO  

 

Phil: Nice! Moving on… We still have plenty to come! Including 

an interview with a fashion blogger and an interview with 

Fabric Corner from Lincolns Central Market and more! 

Mark: I must say that I do see some odd trends out there!  

 

Phil&Mark: Trend Chat 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Mark chats about collar - end of line 

 

STING/JINGLE 

 

Mark: If you have just tuned in you are listening to Headspace 

on Siren FM, we will be talking fashion up until 3! Stay tuned!  

!

Phil: Peterborough born Sacha Mooney is an avid blogger. She's 

20 years old and living in east London. As a day job she 

currently works as a secretary at a make-up academy in 

Camden & in her free time she runs a very successful fashion 

blog  

Mark: reporter Harriet Pedder spoke to Sacha earlier to get 

the low down on blogging, trends and tips –CUE 

 

FASHION BLOGGER INTERVIEW  

PLAY STING  

Phil: Thank you Harriet for that interview! 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Mark: from a woman who blogs about fashion to a celebrity 

who has certainly taken fashion to all new extremes, here is 

Lady Gaga, Fashion! 

LADY GAGA FASHION 

Phil: imagine how much fabric Lady Gaga must get through for 

her unique statements, talking fabrics! We went and spoke to 

Kate Fleming at fabric corner in Lincoln’s central market! – 

CUE  

 

FABRIC CORNER INTERVIEW 

Mark: Interesting stuff there by Kate! I like the fact that she 

acts on instinct sometimes when trying to find the right 

fabric. 

 

Phil: yeah me too! I guess it’s sometimes like that on a good 

day when choosing something to wear, I like them days when 

the first things you pick up go well together to create a good 
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outfit. 

 

Mark: I often find that will happen to me when it doesn’t 

matter, say… if I’m putting something on for a cheeky late 

night trip to the takeaway or a 24 hour shop. A tad bit 

annoying,  

 

Phil: yeah sometimes the pressure of having to look good… say 

for a night out makes it harder.  

 

Mark: kids have it easy, although I’m not impressed with any 

of the outfits my mother dressed me in when I was a child 

Phil: Being able to buy your own clothes ones an adult is 

great, just a shame you have to then pay for the clothes too. 

 

Mark: on the subject of outfits, we interviewed Lucy pool at 

Ruby Red boutiques about her women wear and children’s 

clothing available to Lincoln – CUE 
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Ruby Red Boutiques interview  

 

Phil: thank you to the lovely Lucy Pool, owner of Lucy red 

Boutiques!  

 

Mark: I imagine trying to find clothes for yourself and your 

children must be twice as hard! Specially these days with the 

range available.  

 

Phil: Yeah, I bet there has been some rather different clothes 

parents have bought for their children! Some people enjoy 

dressing them up in strange outfits, or themed clothing to be 

just that little bit more adorable or different! 

!

Mark: I can imagine there’s been some pretty strange outfits, 

being in uni…. diverse outfits 

!
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Mark: I think regardless of what age group you are in, 

damaging clothes whether it’s a stain or a rip is just soo easy!  

 

Phil: Shoes are the worst in my opinion, sometimes its so 

worthit getting shoes re-heeled and cheaper. 

 

Mark: well Phil I cant say I have had that exact problem, but 

certainly with the souls, speaking of shoes! Earlier we went to 

a special place where you can take your shoe problems to be 

repaired! -CUE 

SHOE INTERVIEW  

 

Phil: Great stuff, mark I feel like here on the fashion special 

of headspace we have covered a lot for an hour! 

 

Mark: Me too Phil, well sadly we are running out of time! But 

please remember to look us up on Facebook and twitter!  

!
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Phil: and remember guys to tune into next week’s Headspace 

show here on siren FM for the (SHOW SUBJECT), thanks for 

listening I have been Phil 

 

Mark: and I have been Mark, hope you enjoyed our headspace 

Fashion show! We have! 

 

Phil: here is Madonna with Vogue! 

!
!
!
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